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I. The Ge,e.eral Theory o,e Causal Probl ems 

We shall be concerned in this paper with the clarification of the differ-

ences, which are in existence with respe,ct to the principles of causal relations 

between the insurance for individual risk, such as the flre insurance, on 
the one hand and that for universal risk, such as marine insurance, on the 
other. W,e shall however confine ourselve~) here in this paper to the causal 
relations between perils insured against and dama*"es, which all neverthele-~s 

only a part of many other causal relations concerning insurances. It is 
further to be remembered that there are two different problem:s with respect 

to the causal relations between perils insured against and damages. One 
is the problem, to what extent the insurer should indemnify the insured 
when combinated damages occurred. The other is the problem to select 
one peril as the real cause of the damage out of more than two perlls, 
which are all seemingly responsible for the damage. In this paper, the 
author will moatly be concerned with the latter problem.1 

The concept of causal relations is by no means peculiar to jurisprudence 

being common to both natural and spiritual sciences. It is therefore requlr-
ed to apply this fundamental theory of causal relations throughout juris-
prudence in general. This requirement is of course under re'striction, when 
the purpose of the theory is not in accordance with the requirement. The 
same situation prevails in the causal relations in the insurance law. In 
fact, there is no reason to apply to one and the same theory to the field of 

fundamental laws as well as to that of insurance law3, which constitute a 
special field in jurisprudence. 

In order that a fact (peril) be the cause of another fact (damage)* it is 

necessary that the former be at least a condltion for'the occurrence of the 

latter fact, which is the cbnsequence of the former. The condition here 
means the totality of the facts, (condition sine qua non), the non-occurrence 

' The former is the problem to be taken care of by the theory of insurable interest, while 
the. Iatter is properly dealt Vith by the theory of causal relations. (Cf. Yoshisaku Kato, 

Theory of Damage i,e Marine It'surance, (in Japanese) 19~5,･ p. 17.) 
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of　which　would　nct　cause　the　ef壬ect　to　take　place．　In　other　words，there

should血ot　be　any，c4usal　relatiop，if　the　same受fモect．would　take　pface

without　the　cause　in　question．Sometimes，the　existence6f　such　conditional

relati・nsareeasily・bs農rved，buts・meti卑esitisn・t・F・rinstance，the
death　of　a　family　member，which　took　place　as　a　result　of　the　shock　caused

by　the　death　of　another　famlly　member　on　a　trip，is　clearly　the　eHcct　of

the　death　of　the　latter　and　we　can　easily甲find　the　conditional　relation

existing　between　these　two　deaths。．On　the　other　hand，the　cause　is　not

easilytraccd，f・rinstance，・f重hedea｛hafteran・perati・n，・rtheshipwreck，

which　took　place　after　a　certain　action　on　the　part　of　the　captain．　In

fact，it　is　by　no　means　easy　tg　establish　a　conditional　relation　between　the

operation　or　action　and　the　death　or　shipwreck。In　such　cases，the　cxperts

（（ioctors　or＿＿shipplng　operators）are　entrusted　wlth　the　decision　about　the

e又istence　or　ron－exi言tence　of　ahy　conditiohal　relation．　Such　a　method　to

establish　a　causal　relation　by　means　cf　a　conditional　relation　be伽een　facts

is　one　of　the　most　fundafnent鼻l　ways　of　reasoning　throughout　all　sciences、

It　is　therefore　to　be　employed　in　lurisprudence　as　we11．　It　is　called　the

theory　of　condition　sine　qua　non，However，the　overall　employment　of　this

method　is　not　feasible　in　genera1，because　the　above－mentioned　conditional
relations　come　in乏o　existence　sometimes　quite　by　chance　and　there　is　no

end　in　the　chain　of　cause　an（i　eHect。　Therefore，　if　a　fact　among　others

shou1（i　happen　to　havβoriginated　from　the　wilful　miscon（iuct　or　negligりnce

on　the　part　of　the　insured，the　insurer　would　not　be　responsible　for　indemni－

fication　of　the　damage，which　would　occur　as　a　result．しHowever，such　a

thing　is　far　from　being　the　actual　situation　of　insurances．2

　　　　0n　the　other　hand，the　indemnification　for　accidental　happeηlngs　would

have　the　ef壬ect　to　overly　extending　the　responsibility　for　indemnification

making　the　management　of　the　insurance　business　more　than　di田cqlt，
Such　being　the　case，the　fundamental　theory　of　causal　relations　is　applicable

neither　to　the　indemnification　in　civil　codes，nor　to　that　in　insuranc（｝1aws．

Many　contemporary　theories　therefore　attempts　to　place　some　restriction

upGu　suqh　indemnificatlons。Nevertheless，the　theory　of　adequate　causal
relations　is　the　most　i魚portant　of　these　theories．

　　　　Contrary　to　the　so－called　condition　theory，which　determines　the　condi－

tion　for　the　result　ln　each　case，the　theory　proposes　to　determine　such　a

condition　by　general　ob3ervations．3　By　general　observations，we　mean　th＆t

a　large　number　of　observations　are　ma（1e　in　order　to　asc酵rtain　the　resulting

effect　in　the　pfesence　of　many　facts（conditions），which　are　connected　with

　　2Suppose，the　iasure4』has　a　disput“wit舞another　perso口p　who5et　fire　on　the　insured　hquse
in　excitement∫the　insurer　is　not廿βsponsible　for　the　indemni五cation∫according’to　this　theo士y，

’3Tr言ger，Pθγκαμ5α」加gγ岨編’5’γαデー㈱己■勿躍惚枷，1904，S．38fモ弓H＆t6yamaい1砂伽瞬

　　　Lσ瓢・∫αe疏3（α鰍α‘Thθ・切，（iΩ功anese）P．61。　　　　　　　…　　一
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6ach　other．4

　　　1f　the　conditional　relations　between　facts，are　established　in－a　more

general　way　like　this，the　relations　thus　establi3he（i　are　free　from　the　effect

by　chance　than　those　obtained　with　respect　to　concrete　cases。　It　is　there－

fore　a　highly　adequate　theory　of　causal　relations　in　dealing　with　legal　rela－

tions　in　our　everyday　life．In　one　of　the　above　examples，the　de＆th　of　a
family　member　on　a　trip　is　clearly　the　cause　of　the　death　of　another　family

member　at　home，who　was　shocked　by　the　death　of　the　former，if　we
conGne　ourselves　to　this　single　concrete　case．　However，such　a　causal

relation　can　not　be　foun（i　in　genera1．　In　a　word，the　dif壬ererlce，between

this　theory　and　condition　theory　only　lies　ln　the　fact　that　the　former　tries

to　establish　the　conditional　relation　with　respect　to　concrete　an（1real　facts，

while　the　latter　is　interested　in　the　conditional　relation　in　genera1．As　this

theory　is　generally　called“Theorie　der　adaquaten　Verursachung”，the　word
“adequate　causal　relatio“”is　suspected　of　some　partlcu1ゑr　connotation．

Nevertheless，there　is　no　such　thing　other　than　the　above－mentioned．It　is

therefore　not　corrβct　to　recognize　the　adequate　causal　relatlon，only　where

a　ef壬ect　occured　as　the　inevitable　or　naturεし1　consequence　of　the　hapPening

of　some　facts．　Even　in　cases　of　unnatural　consequences，adequate　causal

relation　may　be　recognized．5　SupPose，for　instance，that　some　movable

properties　are　left　alone　without　any　shelter　taken　away　from　a　buming

house　and　are　damaged　as　a　result，or　a　ship　is　heavily　damaged　as　a

result・faβre，whichwasstartedbya・sparkgeneratedbythed・11isi・n・f
a　crane　with　the　ship’s　side，The　damage　of　the　movable　properties　or　the

五re　of　the　ship　are　by　no　means　the　ineviねble　or　natural　result　of　the

t6re　or　the　fall　of　the　crane．　But　they　can　be　called　as　their　general　ef壬ect．

’This　theory　will　be　taken　up　agairl　in　the　sequel　in　reference　to　the　difモe－

rence　between　the　theory　of　adequate　causal　relations　arld　that　of　natura1

・consequences・

・II．丁漉丑θ07yo∫G側εαJRθ」αあo俗初F漉1郷解㈱‘θ

　　　　The　theory　of　adqquate　causal　relations　is　most　prevalent　in　jurispru－

dence　in　Japan，in　particular，in　the　theory　of　civil　law　as　the　most　popular

theory　concerning　causal　relations．　It　is　not　effe¢tively　employed　in　dealing

’with　the　damage　ihsurance　law．In　case　of　the　Hre　insurance　law，our
jurist写are　almost　without　exception　in　agre6ment　with　each　other　aboロt

the　validity　of　this　theory．However，there　are　some　exceptional　jurists，

　　4K玉sch　maintains　in　thls　connection　that　statistics　is　one　of　the　main　sDurces　of　empirica1

1aws（Kisch，Z協πκσ螂αゆ70配¢錫‘艀多レくθγε6‘1診θ〆μηg57θ‘’多ち1926，S．27）。

　　5Tr巨ger，1・c。cit。，S，471．Ilshizaka，勿α”θεσαワ1κ・493，（inJaβane3e）Chapteπ3，C7繊3，

　　　Vo1．1，p．300。
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¥¥'ho are not in agreement with the majority.6 The author himself is of 
the opinion that this theory should be called for in determining the respon-

sibility on the part of th.e insurer for the indeminifcation in case of the 
insurance against single risk. (Insurances such as marine and transportation 

insurances are called the insurances against universal risk.) The author is 

however not in agreement with majority jurists about the ground for its 
adoption. In particular, he has come to the conclusion opposite to that 
obtained in accord with the said theory, ¥vhen precedents are about fire 

insurance. We shall be concerned in the sequei more in detail with the 
problem, which was taken care of by the precedent. We however wish 
to say one word about the problem. The adoption on the part of 
many jurists of the theory of adequate causal relations in the study of the 

insurance law is merely originating from the fact that the said theory is 
most generally accepted in the study of the private law being the principle 
of indemnification in the civil code and most of the advocates of. this 
theory do not take trouble of assuring its adaptability to the peculiar 
situation in the insurance law. Even if the indemnification is provided for 
by the Article 4167 of .the Civil Code and the theory is the principle 
which governs causal relations to be dealt with by the private law, we are 
by no means forced to follow the theory, as has been mentioned above.8 
We shall therefore be concerned in the sequel with the criticism of the 
precedents of the Supreme Court as well as with the applicability of the 

theory with respect to the damage insurance law and the ground of its 
applicability, if any. 

According to the precedent of the Supreme Court concerning fre insu-
rance, the insurer is responsible for the indemnifcation, as far as the damage 

is in an adequate causal relations with the fire, even if the former is a con-

sequence of an explosion caused by the latter. According to the Article 6669 

' Doctrine of causa proxima is advocated by Dr. Nozu for the theory of adequate causal 
relations with respect to damage insurances. (Cf. Nozu, The Theory of htsura,2ce Coniract 
Law (in Japanese) p. 301.) 

' The Artlcle 416 of the Civil Code. . 
The object of the request for an indemnification is the indemnification for the damage, 

which takes place as a usual result of the failure to meet obligations. Even if a damage 
takes place as a unusual result in a special situation, the creditor has the right to demand 
the indemnification, when those concerned can or could forsee the said situatlon. 

' In his book cited above, Dr. Nozu further maintains that the principle of indemnification in 

the Civil Code does not prevail any more in the damage insurance law, there is nothing 
common to these t¥vo kinds of indemnification. Although the author believes, the same prin-
ciple prevails, at least, with respect to fire insurance, his theory seems to the author of much 
use in some other fields. (Cf. the chapter on the causal relations in marine insurance). 

' Article 665 of the Commerclal Code : The insurer is responsible for the indemnification 
for the damage caused by a fire, ¥1'hatever the cause of the fire may be. However the insurer 
is not responsible for,the indemnification, in the case provided for in the Articles 640 and 641 

of the Commercial Code. ' The Article 666 of th~ Commercial Code : The insurer is responsible for the indemnifi-

cation of the damage, ¥vhich is a consequence of refuge or fire protection. 
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of the Commercial Code, the insurer is not responsible for the indemnification 

of the damage indirectly caused by a fue, except in case the damage is 
a direct consequence of refuge or fire protection.10 The above-mentioned 
precedent however ascribes the damage to the fire, because both the fire 
and the explosion could be the cause of the damage and recognizes the 
responsibility of indemnification on the part of the insurer.11 According to 

the theory of adequate causal relations, the risks which come into such a 
relation can all be the cause of the damage in question. So seemingly the 
precedent of the Supreme Court is not without ground. In reality, it how-
ever involves a serious contradiction. In fact, the responsiblity on the part 

of the insurer for the indemnification could not be decided theoretically, if 

both flre and explosion wer,e the cause of the damage, the former being 
the peril insured against, and the latter being another peril not insured 

against.12 In other words, the insured would be unable to demand the 
indemniflcation for the damage, from the viewpoint of the adequate causal 
relations theory, as far as we confine ourselves to causal relations.13 14 We 

are thus led to the conclusion, which is just opposite to the afore-mentioned 

precedent of the Supreme Court. However, the better understandiug of the 
very nature of fire insurance and th~ improvement of the theory of causal 
relations by means of it seems to be a prerequisite for the flnal solution by 

means of the principle of demonstrable responsibility. 
In single risk insurances, such as fire insurance, the risk insured against 

is supposed to be more important, while other risks resulting from it is 

*' According to some students, the Article 665 only stipulates the responsibility of the in-
surer for the indemnification of the damage, which is a direct consequence of the ,fire, while 
the responsiblity for the indemnification of the damage ¥~'hich is resulting indirectly is not 
provided for in the Article except the case provided for in the Article 666. (Cf. Nozu, Ioc. 
cit., p. 302. Takeda, Collected Papers on Jurisprudence, (in Japanese) Vol. 3, p. 158.) In 
the majority opinion, the former provides for the responsibility on the part of the insurer for 

the indemni- fication of the indirect damage, while the latter imposes a restriction to the ap-
plication of the former against the literary interpretations. (Cf. Kato, The Theory of Fire 
h4surance (in Japanese) p. 127. Takitani, Studies o,~ Insurae4ce, (in Japanese) p. 169, Minaguchi, 

The h~surance Law, (in Japanese) p. 58･-. Aoyama, ' The h4surance Contract Law, (in Japanese) 
p. 150.) From this interpretation of the Article 665 of the Civil Code, Dr. Nozu concludes that 
causa proxima is at the foundation of the theory of causal relations in our insurance law. The 

author does not however agree with him with this respect. 
*' The decision on 31 May, 1927. 
*: Kisch, Ioc. cit., S. 46. 

** isch, Ioc. cit., S. 48. 
*' In case of the indemnification provided for in the Civil Code, i.e. the indemnification 

resulting from the failure to meet one's obligation or from the unlawful act, the indemni-

･fication is of a disciplinary nature. Therefore, all the conditions, which are in adequate 
causal relations to the effect, are supposed to be the cause of the said effect. (Refer to loc. 
cit., Article 416 of the Civil Code.) In case, the insurer is responsible for the indemnification 
of the damage as his business, we can not adopt the theory of adequate causal relations, as 
far as we are unable to uniquely determine a cause. (Refer to Nozu, Ioc. cit., p. 301.) For-
'tunately, we are in a position to uniquely determine the cause in case of the insurance against 
,a .single risk such as fire insurance. From such a point of view, the theory is advocated for 

its.application in fire insurance. 
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taken care of as secondary. In case of fre insurance, the risk insured 
,against is respectively the fire. Further, such an observation is well in 
accord with the economic significance of the insurance. Therefore, in what-

ever way a fire may cause the damage, independently or helped by an ex-
(plosion or other perils, or indirectly in connection with other perils, the 
insurer' should be responsible for the indemnification of the damage, if the 

full effect of the insurance should be developed. Such an idea is also well 
in accord with the original intention of the contractors. This is further the 

T~ason why in the Article 665 of the Commercial Code, it i~^ stipulated, 
The insurer is responsible for the indemnification of the damage, caused 

by a fue, in whatever way the fire may happen." But as to the indirect 
result of a fire, in view of the real state of affairs of our fre insurance 

companies, the responsibility provided for in the above-mentioned Article 
665 is restricted to the case of refuge and fire protection in order to reduce 

the responsibility on the part of the insurer. (Article 666 of the Commercial 

Code.) At any rate, the prevalence of the risk insured against other 
subordinate minor risks gives rise to an ordering of the risks, all of which 

are supposed to constitute equally the causes of the damage accord-
ing to the theory of adequate causal relations. ¥Ve are therefore free 
from the contradiction, which might take place in connection with the 
priority of the responsibility on the part of the insurer. These secondary 
risks are s(~called neutral facts and are not supposed to constitute the cause 

of the damage.15 But in case such secondary risks are specially excluded 
from the liability of the insurer legally or by the contract, whether the main 

risk (e.g. fre) induced by the secondary (e.g. explosion), or the latter 

induced by the former, the main risk can not be considered the one 
insured against any more as a case of limitation of risk (causal or con-

sequential limitation) and shall be discharged from the liabilit' for the 
indemnity of the loss causp_d by such risks. Summing up, the responsibility 

on the part of the insurer is solely determined by the main risk, which is 
in limitatlon in the above-mentioned sense. . Thinkin*" in this way, we 

come with respect to the afore-mentioned precedent of the Supreme Court 
to a different conclusion in spite of our reliance on the theory of adequate 

causal relations and the insurer is not responsible for the indemnification, 
at least, in author's opinion.16 

:: Kato, The Theory of Fire Insurance, (in Japanese) p. 131. 
. In this case, the fire and the explosion (excluded risk) are supposed to be two different 
entities by the precedent of the Supreme Court. Furthermore, only with respect to the for-
mer, the precedent recognized the responsibility on the part of the insurer. In author's 
opinion, the damage, though caused by the fire, releases the insurer from the indemnification 
,of the damage caused by the explosion according to the principle of the limitatron of the risk 

and such exemption is also in accord with the intention of both parties concerning the .special 
clause in the Japanese fire policy, which states that the insurer is not responsible for the in-
'demnlfication of the damage caused by .the explosion. Although the theory is not the same 

as that of Drs. Nozu and Takeda, the author thus came to the same conclusion as theirs. 
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3．7乃θ07ツo∫6螂α」γθ価o俗伽耀吻θ伽鮮億召

　　　　Thus　far，we　have　been　concemed　with　the　insurances　against　a　single

risk　such琶s　the　fire・insurance．　Therefore，it　is　not　yet　clear　whether　or

not　the　same　holds　with　respect　to　the　insurances　agalnst　general　or　universal

risk，such　as　marine　and　tra質sportation　insurances．　The　author　believe3
however　that　quite　a　different　theory　shou1（i　be　set　up　in　order　to　spccess－

fully　deal　with　such　insur即ces。　In　other　wor（1s，there　is　no　roomヲin

author’s　opinion，for　the　use　of　the　theory　of　adequate　causal　relations・

Summingりp　the　reason　for　it，the　domain　or　background　of　the　theory　of

causal　relations　is　quite　different　ln　the　case　of　the　insurances，we　shall　be

concemed　with　in　this　sectlon．In　other　words，in　the　case　of　fire　insurance，

the　validity　of　the　theory　is　looked　for　with　respect　to　the　relation　between

the　fire　and　other　acco｝npanying　risks，while　in　the　case　of　marine　or

transportation　insurances，it　is　te3ted　in　the　relation　bewteen　various　marine

or　inlan（i　risks　themselves．　As　the　risk　which　constitutes　the　object　of

marine　lnsurances　come　under　the　category　of　a　universal　risk，we　have　no

principle，by　which　we　could　select　a　risk　as　responsible　for・the　dam－

age．　For　instance，if　a　ship　is　lost　in　consequence　of　a　collision　with　an

bthef　ship　by　the　extinguishment　of　a　lighthouse　due　to　a　war，we　have

no　method　to　determine　which　was　really　the　cause　of　the　loss，collision　or

extingulshment　of　a　light　house（a　war　ri3k）．　If　all　of　these　risks　are

insured　against，it　is　of　course　not　necessary　to　select　one　as　the．cause　of

the　damage　from　other　risks’or　to　make　an　ordering　among　these　risks．

But　if　some　of　the　risks　are　exempted　from　the　responsibility　of　the　insurer，

it　is　necessary　for　us　to　determine，whether　the　insurer　is　responsible　for

the　indemnification　or　not。Therefore，we　can　not　employ　the　theory　of

adequate　causal　relations，which　ascribes　the　cause　of　the　damage　to　the

all　sea　risks　standing　in　adequate　causal　relations　to　the　damage．

　　　　In　this　country　as　well　as　in　Europe，there　are　some　students，who

advocate　the　theory　of　adequate　causal　relations　in　such　cases，although

their　respective　paractical　procedure3are　not　the　same．Therefore，we　shall

in　what　follows　introduce　various　opinions　relate（i　to　this　problem　with　a

，view　to　reviewing　their　respective　validity．

　　　　（a）　The　theory　which喚scrlbes　the　cause　to　the　risk　insured　against．

　　　　Thiミthoery　was　proposed　by　Dτ．Im’amura，accor（iing　to　whom　the
risk　not　insured　against　is　a　neutra1’act．　Therefbre，we　need　not　take　it

up，although　it　might　also　constitute　a　cause。　The　insurer　is　thus・respon－

sible　for　the　indemnification　of　the　damage，even’if　the　risk　not　insured

against　is　involved　in　causing　the　damage，17　The　author　wishes　to　point

　ユ71mamura，The　theory　of　Damages　at　Sea，、（in　Japanese〉p．11．　Dr．Omori　also　seems　to
be　of　the　same　opinion，P7σ面‘α」60磁7εθof　Dα規αgθ1瑠脚㈱‘83，（in　Japanese）p．134、
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out in this connection that a more thorough-going inquiry should be made 
into his interpretation of the risk not insured against as a neutral fact. 
As has been already mentioned, a neutral fact does exist only in case there 

are main and secondary risks as in the case of fre insurance. On the 
pontrary, there is no reason to look for such a fact, if no such distinction 

is made of competing risks.18 In fact, a consequence not expected by 
both parties would take place, if we should dare to employ such a hypo-
thesis. For instance, even if the exemption of the indemnification of the 
damage originating from the risk of war is explicitly provided for in the 
contract, the insurer is always responsible for the indemnification except 
in case the risk of war is solely responsible for the damage. And such 
~ c'onsequence'is by no means accepted as usual in the dealing of marine 
insurance. (Refer to the " Ikaria " case.) 19 

(b) The theory, which ascribes the damage to the risk not iusured 

This theory was proposed by Ripert in connection with war risks. Bo It 

is certain that the risk not insured against is not the sole cause of the 

damage, just like the risk insured against is not its sole cause, when we 
adopt the theory of adequate caus.al relations. It is said that such a con-
clusion is also obtained from the standpoint of the limitation of risks. As 

has been pointed out repeated]y, such a stand is tenable in case of the 
insurance against a single risk, but not in case of the insurance against 
universal risk. 

(c) The theory of quasi double insurance. 

This theory was proposed by Bruck.21 According to him, the damage 
caused by the risk not insured against should be indemnifled by the insured 
himself. According to self-insurances or double insurances, the insurer is 

also requested to indemnify one half of the damage. However, there is no 
relation whatsoever between the quasi double insurance and the probiem of 
causal relations and the proposed solution is nothing but the last one forcibly 

'* If the risk not insured against should be characterized in some way, it is not the neutrality 

of the risk, but its limitation. Therefore, the insurer is always exempted from the indemnifica-

tion (See related paragraphs in the foregoing). However, such a thing holds goods only in 
the case of the insurances against a single risk, such as fue insurance,' and not in the case 
of the insurances against universal risks, which is the subject of this section. 

" The " Ikaria " case was a dispute between the Leyland Shipping Co. and Norwich Union 
l?ire Insurance Soc., which topk place in 1918. At the time of the World War I, a ship 
called "Ikaria " was torpedoed by a German submarine off the coast of Havre and heavily 
damaged. For repairing, she was taken in tow to the port of Havre, but sank at the outer 
port due to a rough ¥veather. The House of Lords handed down its decision ascribing the 
d~mage not to the sinking (the risk insured against), but to the torpedo attack by the submarine 
(the risk not insured against). (Cf. Templeman (Greenacre), Marine Insurance, 1934, pp. 139-135) 
Dr. Imamura is also in agreement with this decision. 

, " ipert, Droit Mariti,tbe, Tome 3, 1953, 'n. 2680. 
'* ruck, Das Privatversicherungsrecht. 1930. S. 405. 
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f。undasaresult・fthead・pti・n・fthethe・ry・fadequatecausalrelati・ns・22

　　　　（d）Thetheoryofundecidability・
　　　This　theory　was　propose（i　by　Kisch。　According　to　this　theory，the

insured　is　always　at　a　loss，because　we　have　no　metho（i　to　decide　the　cause

σf　the　damage　from　the　st＆ndpoint　oHhe　theory　of　causal　relations，231t

is　quite　natural　that　such　a　conclusion　is　obtained　as　far　as　we　a（iopt　the

theory　of　adequate　causal　relations　with　respect　to　marine　insurance。The

theory　is　therefore「the　most　consistent　and　reasonable　among　all　the　pro－

pose（1solutions，which　have　been　mentioned　in　the　foregoing。　However，

it　is　another　problem，whether　such　a　solution　is　well　in　accordance　with

the　actual　state　of　a仔airs　in　insurance　businesses　an（1to　the　ideas　prevalent

there．Infact，thepr・P・seds・1uti・nseemst・beagainsttheactualstate
aHairs　in　in　surance　businesses．

　　　As　has　been　clear　from　various　solutions　for　the　theory　of　adequate

causal　relations　as　above　enumerated，the　theory　gives　rise　to　all　the　formally

possible　so1ロtions　with　respect　to　marine　and　transportation　insurances．　In

fact，it　is　almost　impossible　to　select　the　most　reasonable　one　out　of　such

a　large　number　of　solutions　thus　proposed．In　this　connection，we　recall

with　sympathy　a　statemert　of　Hagen　that　the　adoption　of　the　theory　of

adequatecausalrelati・ns・pensthed・・rt・al1P・ssiblekiuds・fdisputes・24
Like　this，there　is　no　possiblity　for　us　to　obtain　any　satisfactory

as　far　as　we　adhere　to　the　theory　of　adequate　causal　relations・

therefore　oblige（i　to　adopt　some　indivi（iualizing　theory　of　causal

in　place　of　the　theories，which　ascribe　the　damage　to　many　risks，

such　theories，most　important　are　the　theory　of　ef〔ective　cause，　　　that

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　solution

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　We　are

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　relations

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Among

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　an（i

of　causa　proxima　as　well　as　the　principle　of　natural　consequヒnces，of　which，

the丘rst。newillnotbec・nsideredindetail，becauseithasbOenrejected
by　the　majority　as　unreasonable。　In　fact，the　theory　of　eff6ctive　cause

ascribesthedamaget・thes・calledeHectivecause，whichisquitesubjec－
tivelydeterminedbeingthepr・duct・fpercepti・ns・Thethe・ryistheref・re
without　any　theoretical　ground。We　shall　accordingly　takeup　thep血ciple

of　causa　proxima　and　that　of　natural　consequences・

　　　　（a）　The　principle　of　causa　proxima．

　　　　This　principle　is　wel1－known　and　in　use　in　the　Marine　Insurance　Law

in：Englan（i．（Cf．M．1。A．§55（1））Originally，it　was　the　principle，which

ascribed　th“dam，a区e　to　the　condition，which　tpok　place　last　in　the　time

series．It　is　therefore　somewhat　like　the　theory　of　causa　ultima，However，

theapPlicati・n・ftheprinciplehassubsequentlybeenextendedandthe
condition，which　does　not　necessarily　come　last　temporarily，has　sometimes

　　22Ritter，．Pω3Rθ‘h回975卿ぬ6為θア㈱gFBd・1，1922，S・一471・
　　23This　theory　has　already　been　introduce（1in　connection　w玉th．the　causal　relations　in　fire

－insurance．　Refer　to　the　paragraph　、vhich　deals　with　it。

　　24Hagen，5卿θ7ε‘‘んθ〆㈱957e‘1多あ1938，S・58・
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been　designated　as　the　causa　proxima　in　its　wlder　sense．25Such　a　telldency

has　further　been　developed　after　the　World　War　I．However，・the　tendency

was　in　most　cases　motivate（i　not　by　any　theoretical　observation　but　by

practical　needs　to　remedy　the　unreasonable　cons¢quence，which　occurs　as倉

result，of　this　principle．We　have　there埴ore　no　deHnite　method　in　determin・

」11g丈he　Causa　pτoxima　thμs　reinterpreted　and　we　are　in　confusion　as　a

Tesu1ゼ1361n・rdert・get・ut・fsuchdi伍culties，s・mestudentshavepr。P。3ed

・theintr・ductl・n・fthee狂ective，・rd・minant，・rrea1，・r・perativecause
ぎvith　a　view　to　more　successfully　explain　the　selection　of』a　cause　in　the

temporal　order。27　The　proposed　solution　by　way　of　the　introduction　of　such

causes　is　however　not　beyond　our　common　sense　coming．nearer　to　the
afore－mentione（1theory　of　ef壬ective　cause．　Neveτtheless，some　precedents

in　England　are　originating　from　a　objective　standard　about　the　domlnance

・Hhecauset・beselectedandwecann・tdenythatsuchastandardhas
motivated　the　rise　oHhe　theory　of　natural　consequences、with　which　we

shall　be　concemed　in　the　following．

　　　　（b）Theprinciple・fnaturalc・nsequences．

According　to　this　principle，the　cause　of　the　damage　should　in　principle　be

the　first　one　out　of　many　others，which　took　place　in　succession　finally

causing　the　damage。However，if　the　cause　of　the　damage　can　by　necessity

betracedbackt・an・ther・neinthechaine・fthecatlses，thecausein
questi・nis．supP・sedt・c・nstitutethes・1ecause・fthesaiddamage．In
casethesaidc3useisariskiusuredag＆inst，theinsurerisresp・・sitllef。r
the　indemnification、On　the　other　hand，if　the　risk　is　not　insured　against，

theinsurerisn・tresp・nsiblef・rtheindemnl五cati・n．Inreality，sucha
tracing　back　can　not　be　made　so　far　to　all　the　events，which　supposedly

c・nsititutethecause・fthedamage．Onthe・fherhand，therec・gniti。n
of　such　cαusal　relation　between　the　damage　and　an　event　in　the　series　of

、happenings　is　to　be　made　lrl　reference　to　all　the　objectiveconditions　known

at　the　time　and　from　our　everyday　experiences．28　Like　this，the　series　of

events　which　might　be　responsible　for　the．d＆mage，is　reconstructed　with

all　the　objective　conditions　at　the　background．Therefore，the　most　imme－

diate　cause　may　sometimes　be　taken　as　the　cause，while　the　remotest　cause

may　sometimes　be　selected　as　the　cause，even　if　these　causes　are　connected

to　each　o∫her　being　seemingly　all　responsible　for　the　damage．For　instance，

　25Acertainamouatofcigarettsinsuredareshippedtogetherwithleather．Asare3ultofa
storm，sea　water　comes　in　the　ship　spoiling　the　leather，　The　smell　thus　generated　in　turn

sp・ilsthecigaretts・lnthiscase，＆nEnglishc・urHncharge・fthiscasehandedd。w・nits
decision　to　the　e狂ect　that　the　damage　was　proximately　caused　by　perils　o董the　seas．（Montoya

v．Lonson　Assurance，i85L）

1脇1e無n，丁無ぎi謄輪．融翻銘　一・（in」apanese）1932・P・136・

231fthecaseis・fs脚cialnature（f・rinstanceahapPeningduringav・yage），experts（shi倉
ing　operatQrs）　shou1（i　be　co旦sulted。
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suppose　aP　ship　came　into　a　collision　with　an　other　ship　and　was・damaged

as　a　result　of　her　blackout　nav1gation．　According’to　this　principle，the

Collision　should’be　the　cause，if　it　happened　at　high　sea，while　the　black

－out・navigation　should　be　the　cause，if　the　collision　hapPened　in　the　polt　o茸

in　a且arrow　strait．In，other　words，this　principle　is　a　more　reasonable

adaptation　of　the　principle　of　the　immediate　cause。　In　fact，Ritter，ex－l

poullder　of　this　principle，calls　it　a　version』of　the　principle　of　the　causa

proxima．29　As　has　already　been　mentioned　in　the　foregoing，various　inter－

pretations　of　the　principle　of　the　i血mediate　cause　is　also　under　the　inHuence∫

of・th『s　spiri重，which・is　perhaps　most　in　accordance　with　the　real　states　of）

affairs　in　marineメnsurance　buslnesses．しIn　author7s　opinion，the　principle、

should・therefore　be　employed　as　the　doctrine　to　determine　the　causal　rela－

ti・nsinJapanesegeneralhull・rcarg・clauses．3031

IV，P静θ7餓‘θθθ伽ε脇≠hθ∫hθoηo∫α鹿g鰯∫θ6側5α」γ吻あ伽3α紹’hθ

　　　　　ρ7吻纏o∫銘徽7α♂60％εθ9徊θ％‘θ＆

　　　Thus　far，we　have　been　concerned　with　various　principles　of　causal

relations　to　be　adopted・in　marine　insurance．As　has・already　been　mentione（i

at　the　beginning　of　this　paper，the　principle　of　natural　consequences　is　frequ一．

ent4 　confused　with　the　theory　of　adequate　causal　relations　an（i　the　former
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　しis　sGmetimes　supposed・to　a　special　case　of　the　latter。We　shall　therefore

be　concemed　in　what　follows　with　the　clarification　of　the　dif壬erence　between

these　two　principles．　In　the　first　place，we　should　recall　that　the　inadequacy

of　the　theory　of　adequate　causal　relations　was　emphasized　by　Ritter，when

he　expounded　this　theory．　It　ls　therefore　clear　that　Ritter　did　not　identify

the　theory　with　the　theory　of　adequate　causal　relations．　It　should　be

pointed　out　that　the　method　of　generalization　is　in　employment　by　bothl

theories　in　observing　the　causal　relations．　H：owever，　the　standard　of

determining　the　causal　relation　is　quite　different・from　each　otheL　In　the

五rstplace，acc・rdingtothethe・ry・f・adequatecausalrelati・ns，anycondi一、
tion，which　might　possibly　be　the　cause　from　general　observations，are　alL

considered　to　be　the　cause，while　the　natural　course　of　events　is　the　con（1i一臼

tion　to　be　tak♀n　into　consideration　in　determining　the　causeジif　we』adopt，

the　theory　of　natural　conse（1uences．　　In　the　former　theory昇　the　relation

between　the　damage　and　cause　is　not　sq　stfictly　in　detemination　as　in　the∫

1atter　theory．In　other　words，the　latter　does　not　demand　us．to　loqk　for∫

the　cause　so　far，as　the　former　does．As　has　been　brieHy　pointed　out　in∫

thef・reg・ingsuchadi仔erencetakesplace＆saresult・fthedi登erence・f

　2gRitter，16c．cit．’，S．・474』『　　・一一　　　・．　．甲　　』　㌧　㌧、’㌧甲ε
　30With　this　respect，furtheでrefer　to・Kato，丁舵丁’脚アyo∫、P爾」3づ％丑4砺駕1螂ωγ伽‘e，・（in二

Japahese）、P』139。　一．　　一　、．　’　　、　　　・　　　　　・　　　　　　　臼、　　　　　　　　’　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　5

　31Hagenl（10c．｝cit．，S，58）’is　alsσin　agreement　with　this　principle・Fo【the　aboveもmentiopedrβa－7

so鳶，Gierke（碗fε5‘加7μ銘g57e‘h’，II，1947，S。269）further、adoptβthepri箆ciple・iロ即afine　inSuranqβ。｝
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　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　port・

they　are　both　smaller　than　the　respective　probability　in　the　case　oE　the

blackout　nav圭gation，　the　blackout　navigation　can　be　the　cause　of　the

damage　as　a　condition，which　is　generally　favourable　or　helping　to　the

ogcurrence　of　the　sai（1damage．As　is　clear　from　the　foregoing，the　theory

6f　adequate　causal　relations　ascribes　the　damage　to　an　event，even　i［the

probability　of　its　occurrence　with　and　without　the　event　are　respectively

・nly2／100and1／100．onthe・therhand，theeventinquesti・nc・uldn・t
be　the　ca自se，if　the　former　was80／100and　the　latter85／100．33　According

to　the　theQry　of　natural　consequences　a亘event　can　always　be　the　cause　of

the　damage，if　the　probability　of　its　occurrence　with　the　said　event　is　larger

than70／100．　Of　course，we　do　not　have　any　particu1訂呈ntention　in　using

these　figures　other　than　to　numerically　represent　the　notion　of　n＆tural　con一

their　respective　standafd　of”determining　the　cause　of　the　damage．In　finding

out　a　condition，脚hich　is　standin言in　adequate　causal　relations　to　the　dam－

age，we　have　to　make　a　large　number　of　observations　both　in　the　case　of

the　existence　an（1non－existence　of　the　condition　in　question．If　the　damage

takes　place　more　frequently　in　the　case　of　existence，than　in　the　case　of

non－existence，the　condition　is　supposed　to　be　the　cause　of　the　damage　from

thestandp・int・fthethe・ry・fadequatecausalrelati・ns，IntheoPPosite
case，the　condition　can　not　be　the　cause　of　the　damage．　In　other　words，

the　theory　of　adequate　causal　relations　is　interested　not　only　in　the　case

of　the　existence　of　the’condition，but　also　in　its　non－exsitence．in　order　to

compare　the　freque血cy　of　these　two　cases．　On　the　other　hand，the　theory

ofnaturalc・nseque血cesis・nlyinterestedinthefrequency・fthe・ccurrence
of　the　damage　in　event　the　condition　in　question　takes　place．　In　genera1，

we　recognize　the　existence　of　a　causal　relation，if　the　frequency　is　more

than70％、：From　our　everyday　experience，we　say　that　the　occurrence　is

necessa．ry　or　contingent　or　rare　in　accordance　with　the　frequency　of100％，

about50％or　under20～30％．In　most　cases，we　do　not　grasp　the　situa－
tion　statistically，but　can　well　understand　it，32For　example，1et　the　pro－

bability　that　a　ship　collide　and　is　damaged　at　high　sea　in　her　blackout

havigation　be　1／100．　Further，1et　the　similar　probability　in　port　be　70／100．

According　to　the　theory　of　natural　consequences，the　blackout　naviga－
tion　can　be　made　the　cause　of　the　damage　only　ia　the　latter　case．However，

if　we　adopt　the　theory　of　adequate　causal　relations，we　have　to　obtain

statistical　material　not　only　about　the　blackout　navigation，but　also　about

the　lighting　navigation　as　we1L　Suppose　the　probability　about　the　lighting

navigation　be1／1000and5／1000respectively　at　high　sea　and　in　　　　As

　831n　determining　the　probability，suτveyers　should　be　consulted　about　special　problems。　This

has　already　been　mentioned　in（1ealing　with，the，theory　of　natural　consequences．

　33Suppose　a　patient　died　from　cancer　after　undergoing　an　operation．Statistically，the　death．

rate　is　laτger　in　the　case　without　operation　than　with　operation。　Accordi㎎・to　this，theory，
the　operat玉on　is　not　the　cause　of　the（leath．　　　，　　　　・＝　　　、　　　　．、
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sequences．　Like　this，there　is　an　essential　dif正erence　between　the　theory　of

ade（1uate　causal　relat呈ons　an（l　that　of　natural　consequences・　It　is　therefore

utterly；erroneoustoidentifythemortodea1』theirdi長erencemerelyasa
matter　of　degree。




